
Gimp 1 – Getting started
Loading your first image

Gimp is a very similar to other image editing applications in that you can drag-and-drop your 
chosen image straight into Gimp. The latest version of Gimp (2.10), however, provides several 
different methods of launching your first image:

1. Launch Gimp by double clicking on its desktop icon. You will see three on-screen 
windows, a toolbox window, an (empty) image window and a dialogues* dock.

2. You now have three ways to load your chosen image into Gimp::
a) Drag-and-drop an image from its filer window onto the blank (larger) Gimp window – 
the one with a stylised ‘Wilbur’ (that’s the Gimp mascot) peering over the lower edge. 
Find the image you want by using Window's filer functions. Once you have your chosen 
image file in an open filer window, put your mouse pointer over the required image file, 
hold-down the left mouse button and drag the file onto Gimp’s main window. You should 
see a little ‘+’ sign appear next to your mouse pointer indicating that it is safe to release 
the mouse button. After a little processing you should see your image open in a new 
window.
b) Click Open from the File drop down menu that runs across the top of Gimp's image 
window. Select your chosen image file (single left-click) and then click Open.
c) Start as a) above but drag the file onto the top part of Gimp’s Toolbox window – the 
part with part of Wilbur's eyes peering over the tools icons. You should see a little ‘+’ 
sign appear next to your mouse pointer indicating that it is safe to release the mouse 
button. After a little processing you should see your image open in a new window.

Step c) is useful when you want to have more than one image on-screen at the same time – 
each time you drag-and-drop an image file onto Gimp's toolbox it is opened in a new image 
window.

*Note: If either the Toolbox or Dialogues panels are not displayed, go to Windows ► Recently 
closed docks and click on whichever is missing.

The invaluable Undo History feature

Gimp, just like PhotoShop, has a History function allowing you to move backwards and 
forwards through your previous actions. By default this is usually enabled as part of a dock that 
usually appears on the right-hand side of the screen. If it isn't part of your dialogues and you 
want just this one on-screen rather than the composite one launched in the note above, go to 
the Edit menu and click on Undo History.

In either case this dialogue contains a small 'slide' image for each
stage of your editing session, most recent at the bottom. The
original image (called Base Image) is at the top of the list. It’s a
good idea to keep this window somewhere on-screen all the time
you are working on an image.

If you want to go back to a previous step, simply click on the
appropriate image. You can hop from one version to another without
losing any of the steps but if you decide to go back to an earlier
step and then edit that step, all of the subsequent versions in
the list will be lost.

Another even more useful note! Did you know that
almost all Windows versions use CTRL-Z as undo?



Tools

The Toolbox (right) is the window that opens as soon as you
load Gimp. It has rows of colourful little icons at the top,
starting with a dotted rectangle at top left (Rectangle select
tool). The names of each tool appear when you hover your
mouse pointer over a tool for a couple of seconds.
Alternatively, when you have an image loaded, tools can be
accessed from the Tools menu at the top of the image
window.

When you select a tool, the pane below the tools changes, giving you control over the 
properties of your chosen tool. There are so many tools and so many variables for each tool 
that Introducing Gimp can only explore a few of the most common ones – as with all software, 
experiment!

The most recent addition to the Toolbox is the Warp Transform tool which provides some really
powerful means of distorting an image – highly recommended!

Tip: By default the toolbox is usually launched with the Paintbrush tool selected. Note that any 
tool selected is highlighted (the Move tool is highlighted in the image above) on the toolbox. It is 
all-too-easy to paint onto your image while thinking about the next step if this paintbrush is 
activated – a particularly easy thing to do if you are using a laptops touch-pad in absent-minded 
mode. Given that the usually default paint colour is black you can see that unsightly messes can
easily occur. The author always clicks on the rectangle select tool as soon as Gimp is 
launched since that tool requires several conscious actions to make any changes.

A final warning!
It is always good practice to make a copy of your precious image before loading it into 
any editing package. This simple step will prevent you, in your new-found enthusiasm, from 
over writing your original with one of your edited versions, with possibly teeth-grinding 
frustration!

Also, remember to save your new version fairly frequently, giving it a new name each time. The 
author uses the system of adding a suffix letter at each save such that the first image has a 
name such as filenamea, subsequent saves use filenameb, filenamec, etc.
Using this system together with Undo History within sessions should allow you to retrace your 
steps through an extensive editing programme if that proves necessary.
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